**Cautions and Ejections:** 67:18 (YELLOW), #19 Hannah Rittenhouse (UCW)
Play By Play

Time | Team | Play
--- | --- | ---
00:00 | CMU | O'Connor, Abby at goalie for Carnegie Mellon
00:00 | UCW | Pilarski, Sophie at goalie for UChicago
01:48 | CMU | Shot by CMU Shirzad, Emma, out top right.
03:46 | CMU | CMU substitution: Spellmeyer, Thea for Frederick, Alana.
04:59 | UCW | Shot by UCW El-Fishawy, Stella, out right.
05:08 | UCW | Corner kick [05:08].
08:57 | CMU | CMU substitution: Frederick, Alana for Spellmeyer, Thea.
14:31 | CMU | Shot by CMU Jefferson, Gemma, bottom right, saved by Pilarski, Sophie.
15:39 | CMU | Shot by CMU Valentovish, Breana, out right.
16:24 | UCW | Foul on Jameson, Maggie.
16:58 | CMU | Shot by CMU Owens, Caitlynn, out top right.
17:24 | CMU | Corner kick [17:24].
18:20 | CMU | CMU substitution: Wang, Vivian for Ulizzi, Saveria.
18:20 | CMU | CMU substitution: MacNichol, Catherine for Jefferson, Gemma.
20:14 | UCW | Shot by UCW El-Fishawy, Stella, bottom center, saved by O'Connor, Abby.
23:36 | CMU | Shot by CMU Hallbeck, Jenna, bottom left, saved by Pilarski, Sophie.
23:47 | CMU | Shot by CMU Hallbeck, Jenna, out left.
24:50 | UCW | UCW substitution: Embroski, Allison for Araujo-Elorza, Alai.
24:50 | UCW | UCW substitution: Gomez, Kaitlyn for Majowka, Josie.
24:50 | UCW | UCW substitution: Grimes, Kamiryn for Rittenhouse, Hannah.
25:51 | UCW | Foul on Toomey, Mackenzie.
26:16 | CMU | Shot by CMU Askounis, Maria, bottom center, saved by Pilarski, Sophie.
27:25 | CMU | CMU substitution: Curto, Ayana for Askounis, Maria.
27:47 | CMU | Corner kick [27:47].
28:12 | CMU | Shot by CMU Dieterich, Cecelia, out top.
29:21 | CMU | Foul on Hallbeck, Jenna.
29:58 | CMU | CMU substitution: Montague, Kaitlyn for Dieterich, Cecelia.
31:35 | CMU | Shot by CMU Wang, Vivian, out left.
31:51 | CMU | CMU substitution: McGuirt, Avery for Frederick, Alana.
33:02 | CMU | CMU substitution: Martini, Rachel for Shirzad, Emma.
33:43 | CMU | Shot by CMU Hallbeck, Jenna, bottom right, saved by Pilarski, Sophie.
33:52 | CMU | Shot by CMU Wang, Vivian, bottom center, saved by Pilarski, Sophie.
34:19 | CMU | Shot by CMU Hallbeck, Jenna, out right.
34:42 | CMU | CMU substitution: Rayce, Natalie for Hallbeck, Jenna.
34:42 | UCW | UCW substitution: Kohler, Layne for Minowada, Tahra.
39:23 | CMU | CMU substitution: Bodden, Camila for MacNichol, Catherine.
39:23 | UCW | UCW substitution: Pham, Annabelle for Kerrigan, Mary Stuart.
42:47 | CMU | Corner kick [42:47].
43:25 | CMU | Shot by CMU Rayce, Natalie, out left.
43:52 | UCW | Foul on McDonald, Presley.
44:13 | CMU | Corner kick [44:13].
44:24 | CMU | Corner kick [44:24].
45:00 | 0 | End of period [45:00].
45:00 | 0 | Start of 2nd period [45:00].

FOR UCW: #0 Pilarski, Sophie, #8 McDonald, Presley, #10 El-Fishawy, Stella, #13 Araujo-Elorza, Alai, #14 Jameson, Maggie, #15 Majowka, Josie, #19 Rittenhouse, Hannah, #23 Kerrigan, Mary Stuart, #27 Sabloff, Livia, #31 Minowada, Tahra, #33 Toomey, Mackenzie.

FOR CMU: #1 O'Connor, Abby, #3 Dieterich, Cecelia, #6 Shirzad, Emma, #9 Askounis, Maria, #15 Hallbeck, Jenna, #16 Jefferson, Gemma, #22 Valentovish, Breana, #24 Frederick, Alana, #13 Sankhe, Sai, #29 Owens, Caitlynn, #33 Starr, Grace.
CMU substitution: Frederick, Alana for Bianco, Audrey.
CMU substitution: Sankhe, Sai for McGuirt, Avery.
UCW substitution: El-Fishawy, Stella for Haynes, Judah.
UCW substitution: Araujo-Elorza, Alai for Embroski, Allison.
UCW substitution: Majowka, Josie for Gomez, Kaitlyn.
UCW substitution: Rittenhouse, Hannah for Gallucci, Avery.
UCW substitution: Kerrigan, Mary Stuart for Pham, Annabelle.
UCW substitution: Minowada, Tahra for Kohler, Layne.
UCW substitution: Dieterich, Cecelia.
CMU substitution: Ulizzi, Saveria for Sankhe, Sai.
CMU substitution: Jameson, Maggie for Cho, Ella.
CMU substitution: McGuirt, Avery for Valentovish, Breana.
CMU substitution: Curto, Ayana for Ulizzi, Saveria.
CMU substitution: Bodden, Camila for Starr, Grace.
CMU substitution: Askounis, Maria for Bianco, Audrey.
CMU substitution: Martini, Rachel for Hallbeck, Jenna.
CMU substitution: McGuirt, Avery for Valentovish, Breana.
CMU substitution: Curto, Ayana for Ulizzi, Saveria.
CMU substitution: Bodd, Camila for Starr, Grace.
UCW substitution: Gomez, Kaitlyn for El-Fishawy, Stella.
UCW substitution: Cho, Ella for Jameson, Maggie.
CMU substitution: Jefferson, Gemma.
CMU substitution: Bianco, Audrey for Shirzad, Emma.
CMU substitution: Martini, Rachel for Hallbeck, Jenna.
CMU substitution: McGuirt, Avery for Valentovish, Breana.
CMU substitution: Bodd, Camila for Starr, Grace.
UCW substitution: Gomez, Kaitlyn for El-Fishawy, Stella.
UCW substitution: Cho, Ella for Jameson, Maggie.
CMU substitution: Hallbeck, Jenna for MacNichol, Catherine.
CMU substitution: Rayce, Natalie for Martini, Rachel.
CMU substitution: Valentovish, Breana for Jefferson, Gemma.
UCW substitution: El-Fishawy, Stella for Araujo-Elorza, Alai.
Offside against Carnegie Mellon.
UCW substitution: Gallucci, Avery for Embroski, Allison.
UCW substitution: Sabloff, Livia for Grimes, Kamiryn.
UCW substitution: Rittenhouse, Hannah for Minowada, Tahra.
Foul on Rayce, Natalie.
Foul on Wang, Vivian.
CMU substitution: Askounis, Maria for Bianco, Audrey.
CMU substitution: Dieterich, Cecelia for Bodd, Camila.
CMU substitution: Shirzad, Emma for Wang, Vivian.
CMU substitution: Jefferson, Gemma for Rayce, Natalie.
CMU substitution: Ulizzi, Saveria for Curto, Ayana.
UCW substitution: Jameson, Maggie for Gomez, Kaitlyn.
UCW substitution: Araujo-Elorza, Alai for Gallucci, Avery.
85:49 UCW  Shot by UCW Cho, Ella, out right.
86:02 CMU  CMU substitution: Starr, Grace for McGuirt, Avery.
88:34 CMU  Corner kick [88:34].
88:45 CMU  CMU substitution: MacNichol, Catherine for Ulizzi, Saveria.
90:00 0    End of period [90:00].